"Rue du Caire" : Beyond the World Fairs's representation 3 The earliest photographs of Cairo as a city were confined to deserted cemeteries and panoramic upper views taken from a higher vantage point such as the citadel hills. Those were followed by the pioneers' photographs of Cairo's main thoroughfares such as Suq al-Silah by Francis Frith, Frank Mason Good, and Hammerschmidt while, on the other hand, Maxime du Camp fancied taking photographs of Cairo's houses from either the roof or the first floor of opposite buildings. On the whole, two factors characterized the earliest photographic depictions of Cairo's streets. The first is the inevitable presence of a minaret and/or a dome in the vanishing point of the perspective and the second is the remarkable stagnancy of the image and the absence of any street life bustling activity. Another unprecedented and rather rare development of the way the street of Cairo was photographed is presented by Émile Béchard who captured a set of domestic architecture façades without including a monument or minaret at the far end of the perspective, as was the norm then (ill. 2) 5 . In his set of "Rue de Touloun" [Tulun], he captured not only a profusion of mashrabiyya balconies that so strongly characterised Cairene medieval architecture but, more importantly, a demolished building that symbolised the late nineteenth century metamorphosis happening to traditional Cairo, a modernization movement that was tightly paralleled by the rapid emergence of new quarters such as the Ismailiyya quarter and the Gezira Palace to which Béchard dedicated exclusive albums 6 . Being a highly unpopular topic that hardly appealed to the taste of Béchard's touristic clients who rather sought the more popular picturesque themes prevailing then, it is suggested that the capture of this demolished building is not random but meant to document a case whereby the Tanzim institution pulled down a protruding building to apply the prevailing rectification and street straightening regulations 7 . Subsequent images of the same location, by Béchard himself and other photographers, show in this very location a reconstructed building but abiding by the set street alignment specifications. Contemporaneously to Émile Béchard, or shortly after his departure from Egypt in 1880, Facchinelli navigated in the streets of Cairo with a purpose beyond photographing the conventional touristic shots. His album Sites et monuments du Caire that was commissioned by Ambroise Baudry and offered to his friend Arthur Rhoné in 1893 distinctively reveals a comprehensive approach to Cairo 8 . The photographs in this album being signed by Facchinelli's embossed hot sealed stamp, enable us by correlation to credit, without a shadow of doubt, to him the long unattributed identical photos in the Jacques Doucet collection housed in the strong room of the Institut national d'histoire de l'art (INHA) in Paris 9 . Through a selection of four of those, Facchinelli's approach unconventionally sheds light on the Cairene urban life in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Not only he succeeded in capturing the crowdedness of the Cairo Street but also the introduction of modernism, illustrated graffiti and the less known concept of rukub. 10
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With the "Rue Hamzawi's" photograph Facchinelli merged together the reliability of architectural details that photography provided and the vivacity of the market animation that was henceforth uncultivated by photography and only limited to the compositions of orientalist painters (ill. 3) 11 . If the earlier and contemporary photographs placed the minaret at the background of the horizon, Facchinelli respected that compositional perspective but balanced it by revolutionarily introducing in the foreground another core of attention which was the vigorous dynamism happening in the alley as opposed to the standard emptiness that Frith and Hammerschmidt presented in their photographs of both Suq al-Silah and al-Darb al-Ahmar main thoroughfares. Facchinelli's realistic selection of a side street, and ability to capture its vivacity, its crowdedness and the market animation contrasts with the absence of the human factor or its availability solely for scale reasons in the earlier examples. Photographing the narrowness of the alley with its limited lighting condition, technically, necessitated lower shutter speeds that caused the street crowdedness to appear in the image as blurred movement in the foreground. If by today's standards this blurriness is considered realism and avant-garde photography, it must be realised that in the nineteenth century it was an absolute failure, lack of precision and a rejected poor photograph. This explains why the vibrant al-Mu'izz Street was not photographed by any of the abovementioned pioneers. Finally, although not the main message of the photograph, the minaret of Sultan al-Ashraf Barsbay mosque at the intercession of al-Mu'izz and al-Hamzawi Streets is hereby documented before the intervention of the Comité which replaced the Ottoman pencil shaped top of the minaret appearing in the photograph by the current typical Mamluk-looking onion-shaped finial as it might have originally looked in the fifteenth century.
Al-Hamzawi street
Source : Paris (France), bibliothèque de l'INHA, Photothèque, Archéologie Égypte I, 012, n° 28.
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While the nineteenth century travellers and the orientalist paintings portrayed the street and alley gates of Cairo as a significant constituent of the Cairene urban fabric, it is worth noting its utter absence from photographic representation except in one of Facchinelli's photographs (ill. 4). The uniqueness of this representation lies in the fact that the gate is unusually surmounted by a balcony protruding from the neighbouring house. This practice, locally referred to as rukub, was quite common in Ottoman and Mamluk times and its regulation fell within the domain of the muhtasib's role of supervision of architectural violations. 12 The German painter Gustav Bauernfeind has illustrated a similar rukub case in his « A Street Scene in Damascus » (1887) oil painting 13 . A croquis by the French Paul Chardin featured in Arthur Rhoné's article "Coup d'oeil sur l'état présent du Caire ancien et moderne" gives indeed an illustration of such doors, but in a truncated view leaving only a glimpse of the corner of the balcony surmounting the gate 14 . While Chardin's illustration provided the known stereotype street gate to the distant western client, Facchinelli's unedited version testifies once more to his observative eye which captured what seemed to him unusual although his understanding of the rukub concept is strongly questionable. Given Rhoné's profound knowledge of Cairo, it is clear that his editorial guidance to Facchinelli and Chardin was highly orchestrated towards the production of publications ultimately enriched with Chardin's illustrations using as a basis Facchinelli's photographs as visual aids. If street graffiti is widespread in Historic Cairo streets today, it has roots that cross the nineteenth century even if it was widely unnoticed by the famous photographers of the time. Facchinelli has photographed, at least, two street illustrated graffiti examples. The first is of an unidentified house (ill. 5) and the other is on the side façade of Bayt al-Razzaz (ill. 6). Interestingly, both entrance portals are adorned with primitive paintings of popular folk art composed of lions, horses, palm trees and other mythological and zoomorphic creatures whose naivety strongly contrasts with the sophistication of the Ottoman domestic interior murals 15 . What first comes to mind is that they represent heroic scenes of "Abu Zayd al-Hilali" and other epics that are typically told in the coffee shops by the storyteller known as al-hakawati. However, on the grounds of correlation and resemblance with similar still existing drawings found in Upper Egypt a more plausible suggestion is that they represent the welcome and home coming celebration for returning pilgrims. A study on the hagg mural tradition of Upper Egypt reveals that they can be read as eclectic puzzles in which a new image incorporates fragments of both oral and written tradition, Islamic culture and the image of culture of ancient Egypt and the preferences of the family that commissioned the painting 16 . The regrettable absence of successive photographs of the same folk art subject hinders us from figuring out when the nineteenth century patterns of pilgrimage-welcome drawings started to be altered into the contemporary imagery that includes cars, airplanes and ships as they are represented currently. Whether Facchinelli photographed the graffiti out of documentation purposes, astonishment or dislike is unclear but he did instinctively capture a deeply rooted street phenomenon that adds a colourful accent to our knowledge and understanding of a common but overlooked Cairene street practice of the previous century. Source : American University in Cairo (Egypt), Courtesy Rare Books Special Collections Library. 8 Since the mashrabiyya, as an element, was the core of the "Rue du Caire", the icon of its medievalism and at the origin of its picturesqueness, its gradual substitution by a new domestic typology was a trend that puzzled and repelled photographers of the time. Interestingly, Facchinelli wittily adapted to this change of paradigm and photographed the developing style. The house built on Saliba Street is a photograph that raises many issues (ill. 7) 17 . First, it does not, in any way, fit in the European architectural symphony launched by Khedive Isma'il and the building boom that was taking place in the Isma'iliya quarter nor does it resonate with what came to be known locally as the "rumi " style of architecture that replicated the Balkan domestic model on the Darb al-Ahmar and Muski Streets. Another interesting occurrence is the evolution of the mashrabiyya proper and its persistence under a variant form although it had become a banned element by law. The discontinued lattice turned wood is replaced by elongated windows with shutters that open in such a way as to allow less privacy than the masharabiyya, which may suggest that the function of the protrusions holding the mashrabiyyas also evolved. On the whole, it is safe to say that the remarkable depth of the newer mashrabiyya version, its poor corbelling and the overall diminished elegance was a transitional architectural phase that appeared on the streets of Cairo at the dawn of its modernity, that a few photographers and travellers understood it and that it remains understudied up till the time of writing these lines. The fact that Facchinelli was himself living in a traditional courtyard house by the Muski district might have helped him realise the strangeness of this façade and new prototype. If travellers, historians, illustrators and chroniclers of Cairo dedicated chapters to the streets of Cairo and its mashrabiyya, their demolition process was mentioned only by passingly and the post-demolition transitional architecture was overlooked, regarded regretfully and unrepresented visually. Today, this building and its likes, from the same period, are representative of historicity but equivocally this photograph's value and significance lies in the modernity that Facchinelli wanted to present. This can be understood from the literature of the epoch that are in agreement with Lane's statement in 1896 that "Until about the end of the first quarter of the present century Cairo was wholly an Arabian city" 18 . The topic of "Rue du Caire" has proven that it had more to offer than just the superficial outlook of a few façades backed by a minaret at the vanishing point of the perspective. By capturing some of its aspects Facchinelli earned himself the title of " photographe du cru" because he had carved himself a niche of catering not to the tourist industry but to the travelogues who would have labelled themselves, by today's standards, independent researchers or even anthropologists, historians, architects, urbanists, sociologists or scholars at large. 19 Facchinelli's contribution to Cairene domestic architecture 10 Other than the five houses illustrated in the Description de l'Égypte 20 and orientalists' paintings, Cairene domestic architecture was, photographically speaking, largely overshadowed by the opulence of antiquity. Courtyards of Gustave Le Gray and Shaykh al-Sadat houses were the earliest to be photographed and thus the westerner's Source : Paris (France), bibliothèque de l'INHA, collection Ballu, Archive 112, carton 11. 12 While Georges Pangalo 24 was salvaging his seventy five mashrabiyya balconies during the massive demolitions of houses in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, he did not document their exact provenance and context. Similarly, the fast demolition of Mamluk and Ottoman houses was an obscure event that was scarcely represented visually. Crumbling stones in a selection of photographs by the lens of Facchinelli were meant to be associated with the eleventh hour of many Mamluk and Ottoman houses rather than to indicate restoration works as is often the case in the Comité's photographs. Another peculiarity is that it sheds light on variable examples of how Cairene medieval houses creatively adapted themselves to the architectural requirements of its owners. In many cases, the spatial expansion adjoining another building to the preexisitng one often required architectural challenges. The most interesting one encountered is that of a niche carved specially to harbor the entrance door of the newly added annex (ill. 9). In other frequently occuring cases, the maq'ad's arches were blocked by wooden panels perhaps because the house fell into disuse or that this was a way of incorporating the maq'ad into the house by converting it to a closed room. Unintentionally, while photographing the base of al-Muayyad's minaret, Facchinelli captured a tiny and hardly noticed mashrabiyya protruding from the side of Bab Zuwaila's right tower (ill. 10). This is, to date, the earliest photographic evidence of the conversion of Bab Zuwaila into residential spaces. Photographed from the front of the tower, it complements David Roberts's famous illustration depicting the rear view of the same tower which once accomodated appartment lodgings that were removed by the Comité in a restoration later than Facchinelli Those are the widest mashrabiyya screen extending throughout the width of the courtyard and the rare closed takhtabush through which a glimpse of the capital of its column appears 27 .
12. Mashrabiyya at the house waqf of Ahmad Husayn.
Source : Paris (France), bibliothèque de l'INHA, collections Jacques Doucet.
14 The privacy of the oriental household, specially its harem, is the major reason that kept European photographers from penetrating it. Facchinelli's infiltration can only be justified by the fact that the houses he entered were abandoned or half demolished. If the orientalists were somewhat imaginative and legendary in their representation, Facchinelli's focus was purely architectural and contrasted with the social approach of the Description's depiction of Cairene houses. The variable examples that he presented discredits Stanley Lane Poole's statement mentioning that "But all Cairene houses of the old style are very much alike : they differ only in size and in the richness or poverty of the decoration ; and if our merchant's house is better than most of its neighbors, we have but to substract a few of the statelier rooms, and reduce the scale of the others, to obtain a fair idea of the houses on either hand and round about. 28 " Further, he implicitly presents the visual hypothesis about the versatility of the masharabiya module and its adaptability to various economic and architectural contexts, to date, an understudied topic. 15 Facchinelli's lens yielded some rarely seen representations of Cairo that stand out from the diverse kaleidoscopic spectrum of topics revolving around the exotic "Orient", or the "en vogue" that his contemporaneous photographers produced. His lens spotted the colourful animation of the "Rue du Caire" and translated them with spontaneity to black and white albumens, it also composed a storyboard of Cairo's modernity "in the making" by documenting the photographs of the rumi buildings in contrast with those of the demolished houses. The visual testimony of the death of Cairo's traditional domestic architecture is a singular historical record that may not have drawn much of the attention of the Comité in the late nineteenth century but certainly does challenge today's social historians, urbanists, architects as much as the collectors of vintage photography. 16 Facchinelli's active years in Cairo (1873-1895) coincided with not only the rise of the Comité in 1881 but with a European collecting fever of "Arab art" objets d'art, the establishment of the Museum of Arab Art in 1881, the compilation of the Index by the Comité and the interventions of the Tanzim institution in the execution of the urban master plan that was to carry Cairo into modernity. But Facchinelli's involvement with the above was indirect and his Comité contributions were marginal as can be deduced from consulting its published bulletins. Not only none of his photographs were published in the Bulletins but he is not mentioned in them until 1895, fourteen years after its foundation when the photographs acquired by the Comité had increased to reach the point of being called a "collection" and accordingly Julius Franz Pasha proposed in 1897 to conserve it by entrusting Max Herz Pasha with the responsibility to commission a cupboard suitable for the conservation and storage of the photographic materials 29 . And since the bulk of this collection was focused on the état des lieux of the monuments that were subject to a Comité's decision of either destruction or restoration or the selection of relics for the museum it is, thus, understandable that the Comité was not responsible for Facchinelli's focus on the "Rue du Caire" nor for his interest in the demolition of domestic architecture photographs which surpassed their flat and unilateral scope. However, it may confidently be stated that Facchinelli's collection of "Arab" art, which also included photographs of monuments, developed simultaneously and in parallel to that of the Comité. One such outstanding evidence of overlap is the example of the photograph in the courtyard of the house of Ahmad Husayn (see above) which is credited to Lékégian in the Bulletins of 1898, as well as photographs of the mosques of al-Hayatim and Abu Bakr Mazhar often encountered in Facchinelli's repertoire. Facchinelli was neither a trained urbanist conducting sociophysical structural studies of historic Cairo and its neighbourhoods nor an architect wandering around Cairo but rather a freelance responsive photographer who seized the momentum of the happenings and reflected them faithfully with a visual manifestation that surpassed the limitations of the Comité's limited photographic approach which could easily be labelled "descriptive". 17 Alternatively, Facchinelli's fresh optical and insightful depiction of Cairo and its domestic architecture is likely to be closely linked with the French architect Ambroise Baudry in his capacity as a collector of Arab art rather than as a founding board member of the Comité. Baudry who arrived in Cairo in 1871, noted in 1897 at the head of the Sites et monuments du Caire album, that Facchinelli's photographs were produced between 1873 to 1895. The extent to which Baudry coached Facchinelli during these twenty two progress years of the photographic archive from which Baudry made his selection are yet to be explored from their correspondence together. Whether explicitly assigned by Baudry or not to cover the "Rue du Caire" or the demolition of domestic architecture, Facchinelli approached these early realistic and factual topics with a sharper eye than that of an orientalist fantasist catering to the tourist industry and more perceptive than that of the scholar seeking to leave no stone unturned. While a portion of his production resembled the unsystematic documentation program of Islamic monuments that the Comité engaged in, his representations of the "Rue du 18 Upon his death, Facchinelli's archive was regarded as a specialized collection of "Arab" art. In 1899 the Comité decided to buy from his archives the photographs that matched their scope of interest to enrich their own collection. The Comité's photographic archive was followed between 1940s to the 1973 by an equally substantial collection credited to K.A.C. Creswell where some of Facchinelli's topographical views of Cairo found their way but, surprisingly, labeled Giuntini on the back, yet an Italian photographer whose name started to feature in the Bulletins after the death of Facchinelli. By the 1890s, the focus of photographic albums evolved from general selections to specialized topics 30 . But a thorough visual evidence of "Rue du Caire" and domestic architecture remained widely absent and remarkably superficial in both, the albums of the period and the two major collections of Islamic art and architecture. It is hoped that the emergence of hidden specialized albums and/or loose photographs in Diaspora accentuates the study of these two topics, enhances the understanding of their form and function, supports available and ongoing research and triggers newer perspectives about their metamorphoses in the last quarter of the nineteenth century NOTES 
4.
While further research in the unpublished documents of the Comité will reveal yet more names of contributors to their photographic archive, it is likely that they may also have purchased some of the commercial photographs readily available on the market.
5.
I am thankful to Maryse Bideault and Mercedes Volait for pointing out that the Cairo photographs signed H. Béchard refers to Hippolyte not Henry as is wrongly widespread, and that Hippolyte Béchard never went to Cairo. Accordingly, it can be assumed that all Egypt photos signed "H. Béchard" are really by his brother Émile Béchard, who had a studio in the Azbakiyya gardens, but reprinted later by Hippolyte in France. 11. Rue al-Hamzawi, still carrying the same name, is the street perpendicular to Shari' al-Mu'izz at the angle where the complex of Sultan Barsbay is found. It was described in the early
Album photographique comprenant soixante et une vues exécutées d'après les constructions élevées au

